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Free pdf Indigo blue cathy cassidy Copy
indigo blue by cathy cassidy is a powerful tender novel for girls aged 9 i need a seriously brilliant
daydream because everything is far from ok when indigo s mum announces that they re moving just indie
mum and baby misti indie doesn t understand why the hurry where are they going will her best friend jo
still be there for her in a dingy old flat with a grumpy neighbour no heating and only biscuits to eat
indie begins to realize that her mum s got a reason for running away a secret no one can admit will
indigo choose her family or her friends touching tender and unforgettable guardian cassidy s characters
have real heart sunday telegraph cathy cassidy is way better than jacqueline wilson courtney aged 10
cathycassidy com from the author of dizzy comes a powerful moving and tender book about love family
domestic violence and feeling blue with a little sister who s too small to understand and a mom who s
feeling desperate indigo s the one who s got to take charge cherry costello s life is about to change
forever she and dad are moving to somerset where a new mum and a bunch of brand new sisters await and on
cherry s first day there she meets shay fletcher with suntanned skin and sea green eyes he s the kind of
boy who should carry a government health warning but shay already has a girlfriend cherry s new
stepsister honey cherry knows her friendship with shay is dangerous it could destroy everything but that
doesn t mean she s going to stay away from him the must have third book in the gorgeous lost and found
series from cathy cassidy bestselling author of the chocolate box girls sasha has it all she s the lead
singer of an amazing band and the coolest boy in school has a crush on her nobody notices that sasha s
starting to feel overwhelmed when a world famous rock star invites the band to record music at his
country mansion and sasha starts having blackouts she knows she won t be able to keep her anxiety hidden
for much longer with the fate of the lost found in her hands will sasha s secret tear them apart the
stunning new novel by cathy cassidy author of dizzy indigo blue and driftwood now in paperback jude s
family are crazy quirky bizarre her mum brings her nothing but trouble and her dad thinks he s elvis all
she wants is a hassle free life but it s not easy when she s chasing a trail of broken promises things
go from bad to worse but could the floppy haired boy from school be her knight on shining rollerblades
cathy cassidy s warm funny tender fiction has won her an army of dedicated fans both boys and girls her
fan club now has 5 000 members and counting dizzy by cathy cassidy is an irresistible story for girls
aged 9 i never sleep the night before my birthday it s the only day of the year i hear from her dizzy s
mum left when she was small but every year on her birthday something arrives in the post a present or a
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card with her mum s loopy writing on it dizzy has kept everything this year is different nothing comes
in the post but something amazing is about to arrive on dizzy s doorstep something that will whisk her
away and put dizzy s world in a spin will her secret birthday wish come true touching tender and
unforgettable guardian cassidy s characters have real heart sunday telegraph cathy cassidy is way better
than jacqueline wilson courtney aged 10 includes delicious recipes character quizzes and more i feel
like i m losing my best mate hannah and joey have been best friends forever just the two of them but
when joey s new foster brother paul turns up everything changes hannah s world is turning upside down
can you rescue a friendship when it s drowning can you save a friend in trouble if they don t want to be
saved ever since lexie s mum vanished her world hasn t stopped spinning a new home a new school even a
new family but lexie never gives up hope that her mum will come back and writes her letters every day to
tell her all about her new life there s plenty to tell the new group of misfits she calls friends the
talent for music she never knew she had and the gorgeous boy with blue eyes and secrets to hide but her
letters remain unanswered and she s starting to feel more alone than ever lexie s about to learn that
sometimes you need to get lost in order to be found the first in a gorgeous new series from the
bestselling author of the chocolate box girls and the perfect next step for fans of jacqueline wilson
scarlett s not red like a sunset she s red with rage she cannot believe her mum s sunk so low as to pack
her off to ireland to stay with the dad who left them surely he s the reason for everything going wrong
her never being able to stay in a school rules always just somehow seeming to get broken ha they won t
get round her so easily but she hasn t reckoned the gorgeous kian and he might just find a way to change
scarlett s mind there s a chance that this time things will be different alfie knew how he felt about
summer tanberry from the moment he saw her dance as valentine s day and summer s birthday approaches
alfie is determined to find the perfect present to make her smile again with the help of an old friend
he hatches what he thinks is the perfect surprise but summer s twin sister skye isn t so sure can alfie
make summer s dream come true without breaking her heart the first in a delicious series of ebook shorts
from cathy cassidy the chocolate box girls each sister has a different story to tell which one will be
your favourite honey is going to live with her dad in australia determined to make a fresh start she
couldn t be further away from the tough times at tanglewood her new life is a dream come true until
school begins the girls are different from honey s friends in england and the only person who seems to
understand her is the cute boy from the beach she s chatting to online but when he the girls at school
and even her dad start breaking promises who can she trust all alone on the other side of the world
honey s past is about to catch up with her wishes secrets a tender hearted story about friendship which
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is sure to ring true with all cathy cassidy fans is finch and skye s whirlwind romance in trouble it s
halloween and finch is returning to tanglewood skye can t wait to see him but finch has a secret he isn
t ready to share and he doesn t know if he can face her after a spooky night in the gypsy caravan finch
realises this can t go on but will he find the courage to do the right thing there are two sides to
every chocolate box girl s story curl up with a hot chocolate and read this gorgeous short story sure to
delight every fan of cathy cassidy s chocolate box girls series each sister has a different story to
tell which one will be your favourite coco may be the youngest of the five tanberry girls but she can be
a tough as big sister honey and as determined as either of the twins summer and skye so when she
discovers her favourite pony caramel needs her help she has to do something but why does lawrie the
moodiest guy in the school keep getting in her way can coco rescue caramel in time or is she riding into
deeper trouble cathy cassidy you ll love her cathycassidy com have you ever had a crush fallen out with
your best friend cathy cassidy is here for you there are no questions cathy hasn t been asked and isn t
afraid to answer from growing up to dating making friends following your dreams and much more through
the happy times the mad and crazy times and the days when you simply find yourself asking why whatever s
bugging you cathy can help this fantastic collection of stories includes cathy cassidy s four e shorts
available in print for the very first time chocolates and flowers hopes and dreams moon and stars and
snowflakes and wishes these delicious stories follow some of your favourite characters from the series
alfie jodie finch and lawrie a must have for all fans of the chocolate box girls anya used to dream of
moving to britain to start a brand new life but as she sits in a school where nobody understands her she
dreams of polish summer skies and the place where she once belonged then anya meets bad boy dan he s no
angel but she s sure there s a sweeter side to him and when things begin to fall apart anya realizes she
s not alone how can dan be such bad news when being with him feels like heaven skye and summer tanberry
are identical twins and skye loves her sister summer more than anyone else in the world they do
everything together but lately skye s been feeling like second best it s the story of her life and when
her friend alfie confesses he s fallen not for her but for summer it hurts skye wants to be her own
person but with an effortlessly cool twin how can she will skye ever step out of summer s shadow and
find her own chance to shine the brand new fourth book in the gorgeous lost and found series from cathy
cassidy bestselling author of the chocolate box girls phoenix is a firebrand and a fire starter after
burning down a dormitory at her prestigious boarding school phoenix is sent to live with her grandmother
the owner of greystones mansion but phoenix struggles to settle in will the band accept phoenix despite
her spiky personality and can phoenix finally find true friends in the lost found jodie always feels
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like second best caught in the shadow of her best friend summer now jodie has taken summer s place at
the prestigious rochelle academy it s everything she s ever dreamt of but she s racked with guilt and
struggling to follow her dancing dreams with the help of her friends and the gorgeous sebastien will
jodie finally take a risk and step into the spotlight after the amazing twist at the end of sweet honey
the sixth and final book in cathy cassidy s chocolate box girls series follows jake the tanberry sisters
newly discovered half brother jake cooke has just had the surprise of his life he already knew he had a
no good dad but now he s got four half sisters that he never knew existed when jake s talent for trouble
causes chaos at home he runs away to meet his new family life in a rundown flat in chinatown is a far
cry from tanglewood where the days are filled with picnics beach parties and chocolate festivals it s
already starting to feel like home but jake s about to realize he can only escape his problems and his
future for so long however far you go you can t outrun destiny praise for cathy s books touching tender
and unforgettable guardian a great choice for older jacqueline wilson fans irish independent praise for
cathy s books touching tender and unforgettable guardian a great choice for older jacqueline wilson fans
irish independent andie eden ryan tasha and hasmita love being part of the heart club they ve promised
to stay best friends forever and nothing can tear them apart but sometimes things happen that you couldn
t ever have expected and forever might not be as long as you think now two years later eden and ryan are
haunted by memories of the past can they find a way to bring the club back together or is it too late to
mend a broken heart a gorgeous new story from the bestselling author of the chocolate box girls series
mouse is doing his best to stay out of trouble cat is doing her best to land herself in it they ve both
had it pretty tough so when they meet by chance they thank their lucky stars weird and wonderful things
happen when they re together but how long can it last because everyone has their secrets and there can
be only one winner in a game of cat and mouse can t there cathy cassidy s hugely engaging writing has
massive appeal for 8 13 year olds cathy s last book sundae girl spent six weeks in the bookscan top ten
lawrie can t wait to return to tanglewood for christmas he hasn t forgotten somerset or the friends he
made there especially coco tanberry but when his beloved dog sheba goes missing he and coco are once
again mixed up in a daring animal rescue will lawrie s visit turn out to be a hopeless search or will he
and his family finally find what they are looking for to celebrate the 150th anniversary of alice in
wonderland a compelling modern day re imagining of alice s story by every girl s favourite author cathy
cassidy alice is thrilled when savannah invites her to a wonderland themed sleepover she s wanted to
join this circle of friends for so long finally she s fitting in but an accident suddenly changes
everything and alice is rushed to hospital as her friends and family rally round a mystery begins to
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unravel was alice pushed and why who would want to hurt her can her loved ones and the gorgeous boy who
doesn t want to leave her side help alice survive looking glass girl is the stunning new book from cathy
cassidy an unforgettable tale of friendship and love from one of the uk s best loved authors fans of
cathy cassidy s delicious chocolate box girls series will love this special short book for world book
day cathy is the top selling author of angel cake ginger snaps and summer s dream and is a perfect next
read for fans of jacqueline wilson dip into the delicious world of the chocolate box girls as gorgeous
shay gets the chance to tell his own story discover the truth behind shay s break up with honey and his
new relationship with her step sister cherry the first chocolate box story from a boy s point of view
cherry costello s life is about to change forever she and dad are moving to somerset where a new mum and
a bunch of brand new sisters await and on cherry s first day there she meets shay fletcher with
suntanned skin and sea green eyes he s the kind of boy who should carry a government health warning
another delicious book in the chocolate box girls series a sequel to cherry crush marshmallow skye and
summer s dream from bestselling girls favourite cathy cassidy coco is the youngest of the tanberry
sisters but she s as headstrong as any of them coco is crazy about animals and loves her riding lessons
when her favourite pony at the stables is sold coco scopes out the new owner and she s not happy about
what she discovers with big sister honey going off at the deep end and skye only just recovering from
her eating disorder coco can t rely on family help can coco save caramel alone or will a new friend help
her a perfect next step for fans of jacqueline wilson by the bestselling author of scarlett dizzy angel
cake and ginger snaps for all the latest cathy news visit cathycassidy com after the amazing twist at
the end of sweet honey the sixth and final book in cathy cassidy s chocolate box girls series follows
jake the tanberry sisters newly discovered half brother jake cooke has just had the surprise of his life
he s got four half sisters that he never knew existed when jake s talent for trouble causes chaos at
home he runs away to meet his new family life in a rundown flat in chinatown is a far cry from
tanglewood where the days are filled with beach parties and chocolate festivals it s already starting to
feel like home but jake s about to realize he can only escape his future for so long however far you go
you can t outrun destiny praise for cathy s books touching tender and unforgettable guardian a great
choice for older jacqueline wilson fans irish independent the must have second book in the brilliant
lost and found series from cathy cassidy bestselling author of the chocolate box girls forced to flee
his home in syria for safety in england sami attempts to begin a new life but struggles to overcome the
pain of the past memories of the long and dangerous journey across icy waters armed with only his dad s
old coat a flute and the hope of a brighter future are never far away can his new friends in the lost
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and found band and a blossoming romance with the girl of his dreams melt his frozen heart or is it too
late to find a silver lining praise for cathy s books touching tender and unforgettable guardian honey
is going to live with her dad in australia determined to make a fresh start she couldn t be further away
from the tough times at tanglewood the girls are different from honey s friends in england and the only
person who seems to understand her is the cute boy from the beach she s chatting to online another
delicious story in cathy cassidy s chocolate box girls series alongside cherry crush and marshmallow
skye a perfect summer read fans of jacqueline wilson will love this too summer has always dreamed of
dancing and when a place at ballet school comes up she wants it so badly it hurts middle school ends and
the holidays begin but unlike her twin skye and their other sisters summer has no time for lazy days and
sunny beach parties theaudition becomes her obsession and things start spiralling out of control the
more summer tries to find perfection the more lost she becomes will she realise with the help of the boy
who wants more than friendship that dreams come in all shapes and sizes skye and summer tanberry are
identical twins and skye loves her sister summer more than anyone else in the world they do everything
together but lately skye s been feeling like second best it s the story of her life and when her friend
alfie confesses he s fallen not for her but for summer it hurts skye wants to be her own person but with
an effortlessly cool twin how can she will skye ever step out of summer s shadow and find her own chance
to shine welcome inside the world of the chocolate box girls cherry summer skye coco and honey may be
very different but they all love crafting and creating from hosting a chocolate themed sleepover to
designing a flower headband and concocting a cupcake sensation each chocolate box sister shares her
secrets with ideas for every season there s a whole year of chocolate box inspired ideas waiting which
will you make first a brilliant collection from bestselling author cathy cassidy a must have for all
fans of the chocolate box girls chronicles of egg blue sea burning by geoff rodkey is the third and
final installment to this hilarious and exquisitely written swashbuckling adventure series after
narrowly escaping the new lands egg is determined to take down ruthless slave trader roger pembroke but
war is brewing among the blue sea s pirate gangs and egg guts and kira are running out of time to find
the fire king s treasure and free the okalu slaves from the silver mine on sunrise can they save kira s
people before sunrise is plundered by ripper jones s pirates will burn healy save the day or has the
legendary captain finally met his match and will egg ever win back millicent from the annoyingly
handsome cyril this explosive conclusion to egg s journey delivers the ultimate combination of humor
heart and white knuckle adventure praise for geoff rodkey this is a rip roaring debut it is lemony
snicket meets pirates of the caribbean with a sprinkling of tom sawyer for good measure rick riordan
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author of the bestselling percy jackson series geoff rodkey is a successful screenwriter whose hits
include rv starring robin williams and daddy daycare starring eddie murphy as well as contributing to
mtv s seminal animated series beavis and butt head geoff received an emmy nomination for his work on
bill maher s politically incorrect deadweather and sunrise the first book in the chronicles of egg
series has been shortlisted for the prestigious waterstones children s book prize daizy can t believe
that primary school is nearly over and when miss moon surprises year six with a trip to france daizy
wants it to be perfect paris might be the city of poets painters and chocolate croissants but so far
daizy s no closer to finding her own star quality and with willow and beth acting weirdly not to mention
ethan miller will daizy s dream trip turn into a nightmare do you loveto daydream to let your mind
wander to a place far away before you write down your weird and wonderful ideas scribble down all your
favourite things from recipes to outfits to make up to music or maybe you write songs or love to draw
part diary part journal the cathy cassidy daybook is the perfectplace to keep all your amazing thoughts
and dreams together in one collection go on get doodling every day is a chance to dream visit
cathycassidy comfor more
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Indigo Blue 2008-10-01 indigo blue by cathy cassidy is a powerful tender novel for girls aged 9 i need a
seriously brilliant daydream because everything is far from ok when indigo s mum announces that they re
moving just indie mum and baby misti indie doesn t understand why the hurry where are they going will
her best friend jo still be there for her in a dingy old flat with a grumpy neighbour no heating and
only biscuits to eat indie begins to realize that her mum s got a reason for running away a secret no
one can admit will indigo choose her family or her friends touching tender and unforgettable guardian
cassidy s characters have real heart sunday telegraph cathy cassidy is way better than jacqueline wilson
courtney aged 10 cathycassidy com
Indigo Blue 2006-09-01 from the author of dizzy comes a powerful moving and tender book about love
family domestic violence and feeling blue with a little sister who s too small to understand and a mom
who s feeling desperate indigo s the one who s got to take charge
Chocolate Box Girls: Cherry Crush 2010-09-02 cherry costello s life is about to change forever she and
dad are moving to somerset where a new mum and a bunch of brand new sisters await and on cherry s first
day there she meets shay fletcher with suntanned skin and sea green eyes he s the kind of boy who should
carry a government health warning but shay already has a girlfriend cherry s new stepsister honey cherry
knows her friendship with shay is dangerous it could destroy everything but that doesn t mean she s
going to stay away from him
Sasha's Secret 2019-06-27 the must have third book in the gorgeous lost and found series from cathy
cassidy bestselling author of the chocolate box girls sasha has it all she s the lead singer of an
amazing band and the coolest boy in school has a crush on her nobody notices that sasha s starting to
feel overwhelmed when a world famous rock star invites the band to record music at his country mansion
and sasha starts having blackouts she knows she won t be able to keep her anxiety hidden for much longer
with the fate of the lost found in her hands will sasha s secret tear them apart
GingerSnaps 2008-07-07 the stunning new novel by cathy cassidy author of dizzy indigo blue and driftwood
now in paperback
Sundae Girl 2008-10-01 jude s family are crazy quirky bizarre her mum brings her nothing but trouble and
her dad thinks he s elvis all she wants is a hassle free life but it s not easy when she s chasing a
trail of broken promises things go from bad to worse but could the floppy haired boy from school be her
knight on shining rollerblades cathy cassidy s warm funny tender fiction has won her an army of
dedicated fans both boys and girls her fan club now has 5 000 members and counting
Dizzy 2008-10-01 dizzy by cathy cassidy is an irresistible story for girls aged 9 i never sleep the
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night before my birthday it s the only day of the year i hear from her dizzy s mum left when she was
small but every year on her birthday something arrives in the post a present or a card with her mum s
loopy writing on it dizzy has kept everything this year is different nothing comes in the post but
something amazing is about to arrive on dizzy s doorstep something that will whisk her away and put
dizzy s world in a spin will her secret birthday wish come true touching tender and unforgettable
guardian cassidy s characters have real heart sunday telegraph cathy cassidy is way better than
jacqueline wilson courtney aged 10 includes delicious recipes character quizzes and more
Driftwood 2008-10-01 i feel like i m losing my best mate hannah and joey have been best friends forever
just the two of them but when joey s new foster brother paul turns up everything changes hannah s world
is turning upside down can you rescue a friendship when it s drowning can you save a friend in trouble
if they don t want to be saved
Love from Lexie (The Lost and Found) 2017-06-15 ever since lexie s mum vanished her world hasn t stopped
spinning a new home a new school even a new family but lexie never gives up hope that her mum will come
back and writes her letters every day to tell her all about her new life there s plenty to tell the new
group of misfits she calls friends the talent for music she never knew she had and the gorgeous boy with
blue eyes and secrets to hide but her letters remain unanswered and she s starting to feel more alone
than ever lexie s about to learn that sometimes you need to get lost in order to be found the first in a
gorgeous new series from the bestselling author of the chocolate box girls and the perfect next step for
fans of jacqueline wilson
Scarlett 2008-10-01 scarlett s not red like a sunset she s red with rage she cannot believe her mum s
sunk so low as to pack her off to ireland to stay with the dad who left them surely he s the reason for
everything going wrong her never being able to stay in a school rules always just somehow seeming to get
broken ha they won t get round her so easily but she hasn t reckoned the gorgeous kian and he might just
find a way to change scarlett s mind there s a chance that this time things will be different
Chocolates and Flowers: Alfie's Story 2014-01-30 alfie knew how he felt about summer tanberry from the
moment he saw her dance as valentine s day and summer s birthday approaches alfie is determined to find
the perfect present to make her smile again with the help of an old friend he hatches what he thinks is
the perfect surprise but summer s twin sister skye isn t so sure can alfie make summer s dream come true
without breaking her heart the first in a delicious series of ebook shorts from cathy cassidy
Chocolate Box Girls: Sweet Honey 2014-06-05 the chocolate box girls each sister has a different story to
tell which one will be your favourite honey is going to live with her dad in australia determined to
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make a fresh start she couldn t be further away from the tough times at tanglewood her new life is a
dream come true until school begins the girls are different from honey s friends in england and the only
person who seems to understand her is the cute boy from the beach she s chatting to online but when he
the girls at school and even her dad start breaking promises who can she trust all alone on the other
side of the world honey s past is about to catch up with her
Love, Peace and Chocolate (Pocket Money Puffin) 2010-05-06 wishes secrets a tender hearted story about
friendship which is sure to ring true with all cathy cassidy fans
Moon and Stars: Finch's Story 2014-10-02 is finch and skye s whirlwind romance in trouble it s halloween
and finch is returning to tanglewood skye can t wait to see him but finch has a secret he isn t ready to
share and he doesn t know if he can face her after a spooky night in the gypsy caravan finch realises
this can t go on but will he find the courage to do the right thing there are two sides to every
chocolate box girl s story curl up with a hot chocolate and read this gorgeous short story sure to
delight every fan of cathy cassidy s chocolate box girls series
Coco Caramel 2014-02-06 each sister has a different story to tell which one will be your favourite coco
may be the youngest of the five tanberry girls but she can be a tough as big sister honey and as
determined as either of the twins summer and skye so when she discovers her favourite pony caramel needs
her help she has to do something but why does lawrie the moodiest guy in the school keep getting in her
way can coco rescue caramel in time or is she riding into deeper trouble cathy cassidy you ll love her
cathycassidy com
Letters To Cathy 2009-10-01 have you ever had a crush fallen out with your best friend cathy cassidy is
here for you there are no questions cathy hasn t been asked and isn t afraid to answer from growing up
to dating making friends following your dreams and much more through the happy times the mad and crazy
times and the days when you simply find yourself asking why whatever s bugging you cathy can help
Life is Sweet: A Chocolate Box Short Story Collection 2015-11-05 this fantastic collection of stories
includes cathy cassidy s four e shorts available in print for the very first time chocolates and flowers
hopes and dreams moon and stars and snowflakes and wishes these delicious stories follow some of your
favourite characters from the series alfie jodie finch and lawrie a must have for all fans of the
chocolate box girls
Angel Cake 2009-07-02 anya used to dream of moving to britain to start a brand new life but as she sits
in a school where nobody understands her she dreams of polish summer skies and the place where she once
belonged then anya meets bad boy dan he s no angel but she s sure there s a sweeter side to him and when
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things begin to fall apart anya realizes she s not alone how can dan be such bad news when being with
him feels like heaven
Chocolate Box Girls: Marshmallow Skye 2011-09-01 skye and summer tanberry are identical twins and skye
loves her sister summer more than anyone else in the world they do everything together but lately skye s
been feeling like second best it s the story of her life and when her friend alfie confesses he s fallen
not for her but for summer it hurts skye wants to be her own person but with an effortlessly cool twin
how can she will skye ever step out of summer s shadow and find her own chance to shine
Forever Phoenix 2020-07-16 the brand new fourth book in the gorgeous lost and found series from cathy
cassidy bestselling author of the chocolate box girls phoenix is a firebrand and a fire starter after
burning down a dormitory at her prestigious boarding school phoenix is sent to live with her grandmother
the owner of greystones mansion but phoenix struggles to settle in will the band accept phoenix despite
her spiky personality and can phoenix finally find true friends in the lost found
Hopes and Dreams: Jodie's Story 2014-04-03 jodie always feels like second best caught in the shadow of
her best friend summer now jodie has taken summer s place at the prestigious rochelle academy it s
everything she s ever dreamt of but she s racked with guilt and struggling to follow her dancing dreams
with the help of her friends and the gorgeous sebastien will jodie finally take a risk and step into the
spotlight
Chocolate Box Girls: Fortune Cookie 2015-06-04 after the amazing twist at the end of sweet honey the
sixth and final book in cathy cassidy s chocolate box girls series follows jake the tanberry sisters
newly discovered half brother jake cooke has just had the surprise of his life he already knew he had a
no good dad but now he s got four half sisters that he never knew existed when jake s talent for trouble
causes chaos at home he runs away to meet his new family life in a rundown flat in chinatown is a far
cry from tanglewood where the days are filled with picnics beach parties and chocolate festivals it s
already starting to feel like home but jake s about to realize he can only escape his problems and his
future for so long however far you go you can t outrun destiny praise for cathy s books touching tender
and unforgettable guardian a great choice for older jacqueline wilson fans irish independent praise for
cathy s books touching tender and unforgettable guardian a great choice for older jacqueline wilson fans
irish independent
Broken Heart Club 2016-04-21 andie eden ryan tasha and hasmita love being part of the heart club they ve
promised to stay best friends forever and nothing can tear them apart but sometimes things happen that
you couldn t ever have expected and forever might not be as long as you think now two years later eden
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and ryan are haunted by memories of the past can they find a way to bring the club back together or is
it too late to mend a broken heart a gorgeous new story from the bestselling author of the chocolate box
girls series
Lucky Star 2008-10-01 mouse is doing his best to stay out of trouble cat is doing her best to land
herself in it they ve both had it pretty tough so when they meet by chance they thank their lucky stars
weird and wonderful things happen when they re together but how long can it last because everyone has
their secrets and there can be only one winner in a game of cat and mouse can t there cathy cassidy s
hugely engaging writing has massive appeal for 8 13 year olds cathy s last book sundae girl spent six
weeks in the bookscan top ten
Snowflakes and Wishes: Lawrie’s Story 2014-12-04 lawrie can t wait to return to tanglewood for christmas
he hasn t forgotten somerset or the friends he made there especially coco tanberry but when his beloved
dog sheba goes missing he and coco are once again mixed up in a daring animal rescue will lawrie s visit
turn out to be a hopeless search or will he and his family finally find what they are looking for
Looking Glass Girl 2015-04-02 to celebrate the 150th anniversary of alice in wonderland a compelling
modern day re imagining of alice s story by every girl s favourite author cathy cassidy alice is
thrilled when savannah invites her to a wonderland themed sleepover she s wanted to join this circle of
friends for so long finally she s fitting in but an accident suddenly changes everything and alice is
rushed to hospital as her friends and family rally round a mystery begins to unravel was alice pushed
and why who would want to hurt her can her loved ones and the gorgeous boy who doesn t want to leave her
side help alice survive looking glass girl is the stunning new book from cathy cassidy an unforgettable
tale of friendship and love from one of the uk s best loved authors
Chocolate Box Girls: Bittersweet 2013-05-23 fans of cathy cassidy s delicious chocolate box girls series
will love this special short book for world book day cathy is the top selling author of angel cake
ginger snaps and summer s dream and is a perfect next read for fans of jacqueline wilson dip into the
delicious world of the chocolate box girls as gorgeous shay gets the chance to tell his own story
discover the truth behind shay s break up with honey and his new relationship with her step sister
cherry the first chocolate box story from a boy s point of view
Cherry Crush 2010 cherry costello s life is about to change forever she and dad are moving to somerset
where a new mum and a bunch of brand new sisters await and on cherry s first day there she meets shay
fletcher with suntanned skin and sea green eyes he s the kind of boy who should carry a government
health warning
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Chocolate Box Girls: Coco Caramel 2013-06-06 another delicious book in the chocolate box girls series a
sequel to cherry crush marshmallow skye and summer s dream from bestselling girls favourite cathy
cassidy coco is the youngest of the tanberry sisters but she s as headstrong as any of them coco is
crazy about animals and loves her riding lessons when her favourite pony at the stables is sold coco
scopes out the new owner and she s not happy about what she discovers with big sister honey going off at
the deep end and skye only just recovering from her eating disorder coco can t rely on family help can
coco save caramel alone or will a new friend help her a perfect next step for fans of jacqueline wilson
by the bestselling author of scarlett dizzy angel cake and ginger snaps for all the latest cathy news
visit cathycassidy com
Fortune Cookie 2016-03-22 after the amazing twist at the end of sweet honey the sixth and final book in
cathy cassidy s chocolate box girls series follows jake the tanberry sisters newly discovered half
brother jake cooke has just had the surprise of his life he s got four half sisters that he never knew
existed when jake s talent for trouble causes chaos at home he runs away to meet his new family life in
a rundown flat in chinatown is a far cry from tanglewood where the days are filled with beach parties
and chocolate festivals it s already starting to feel like home but jake s about to realize he can only
escape his future for so long however far you go you can t outrun destiny praise for cathy s books
touching tender and unforgettable guardian a great choice for older jacqueline wilson fans irish
independent
Sami’s Silver Lining (The Lost and Found Book Two) 2018-06-28 the must have second book in the brilliant
lost and found series from cathy cassidy bestselling author of the chocolate box girls forced to flee
his home in syria for safety in england sami attempts to begin a new life but struggles to overcome the
pain of the past memories of the long and dangerous journey across icy waters armed with only his dad s
old coat a flute and the hope of a brighter future are never far away can his new friends in the lost
and found band and a blossoming romance with the girl of his dreams melt his frozen heart or is it too
late to find a silver lining praise for cathy s books touching tender and unforgettable guardian
Sweet Honey 2015-02-05 honey is going to live with her dad in australia determined to make a fresh start
she couldn t be further away from the tough times at tanglewood the girls are different from honey s
friends in england and the only person who seems to understand her is the cute boy from the beach she s
chatting to online
Chocolate Box Girls: Summer's Dream 2012-06-07 another delicious story in cathy cassidy s chocolate box
girls series alongside cherry crush and marshmallow skye a perfect summer read fans of jacqueline wilson
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will love this too summer has always dreamed of dancing and when a place at ballet school comes up she
wants it so badly it hurts middle school ends and the holidays begin but unlike her twin skye and their
other sisters summer has no time for lazy days and sunny beach parties theaudition becomes her obsession
and things start spiralling out of control the more summer tries to find perfection the more lost she
becomes will she realise with the help of the boy who wants more than friendship that dreams come in all
shapes and sizes
Marshmallow Skye 2012 skye and summer tanberry are identical twins and skye loves her sister summer more
than anyone else in the world they do everything together but lately skye s been feeling like second
best it s the story of her life and when her friend alfie confesses he s fallen not for her but for
summer it hurts skye wants to be her own person but with an effortlessly cool twin how can she will skye
ever step out of summer s shadow and find her own chance to shine
The Chocolate Box Secrets 2015-05-28 welcome inside the world of the chocolate box girls cherry summer
skye coco and honey may be very different but they all love crafting and creating from hosting a
chocolate themed sleepover to designing a flower headband and concocting a cupcake sensation each
chocolate box sister shares her secrets with ideas for every season there s a whole year of chocolate
box inspired ideas waiting which will you make first a brilliant collection from bestselling author
cathy cassidy a must have for all fans of the chocolate box girls
Indi Blue 2008 chronicles of egg blue sea burning by geoff rodkey is the third and final installment to
this hilarious and exquisitely written swashbuckling adventure series after narrowly escaping the new
lands egg is determined to take down ruthless slave trader roger pembroke but war is brewing among the
blue sea s pirate gangs and egg guts and kira are running out of time to find the fire king s treasure
and free the okalu slaves from the silver mine on sunrise can they save kira s people before sunrise is
plundered by ripper jones s pirates will burn healy save the day or has the legendary captain finally
met his match and will egg ever win back millicent from the annoyingly handsome cyril this explosive
conclusion to egg s journey delivers the ultimate combination of humor heart and white knuckle adventure
praise for geoff rodkey this is a rip roaring debut it is lemony snicket meets pirates of the caribbean
with a sprinkling of tom sawyer for good measure rick riordan author of the bestselling percy jackson
series geoff rodkey is a successful screenwriter whose hits include rv starring robin williams and daddy
daycare starring eddie murphy as well as contributing to mtv s seminal animated series beavis and butt
head geoff received an emmy nomination for his work on bill maher s politically incorrect deadweather
and sunrise the first book in the chronicles of egg series has been shortlisted for the prestigious
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waterstones children s book prize
Chronicles of Egg: Blue Sea Burning 2014-04-03 daizy can t believe that primary school is nearly over
and when miss moon surprises year six with a trip to france daizy wants it to be perfect paris might be
the city of poets painters and chocolate croissants but so far daizy s no closer to finding her own star
quality and with willow and beth acting weirdly not to mention ethan miller will daizy s dream trip turn
into a nightmare
Daizy Star, Ooh La La! 2012-10-04 do you loveto daydream to let your mind wander to a place far away
before you write down your weird and wonderful ideas scribble down all your favourite things from
recipes to outfits to make up to music or maybe you write songs or love to draw part diary part journal
the cathy cassidy daybook is the perfectplace to keep all your amazing thoughts and dreams together in
one collection go on get doodling every day is a chance to dream visit cathycassidy comfor more
Dreams and Doodles Daybook 2008
West Virginia Blue Book 2003
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